
IOA Corporate 5k - Leadership Award Nominations

Company
# of 

Emp.

First 

Name

Last 

Name
Title City

ActivEngage 85
Ted

Todd

Rubin

Smith
COO, co-owner Maitland

AirIT 64 Betros Wakim CEO Orlando

Camden 0 Lisa McCartney Community Manager Orlando

Ted and Todd are quite aware of the struggles employees go through to pay for healthcare benefits. Because of this, they 

implemented a program at ActivEngage that covers all healthcare costs for every full-time employee. All medical, dental and 

eye care costs are covered by ActivEngage as well as a complimentary membership to RDV Sportsplex in to promote living a 

healthy lifestyle. Employees must visit RDV at least 3 times a week in order to keep their membership. As a compliment to this 

program, the ActivEngage team participates in the annual Corporate 5K run/walk, a basketball league that plays twice a week at 

RDV and a soccer league that plays every Tuesday night in Winter Park.  Every year, ActivEngage also puts a team together for 

the local Relay for Life Event where employees must continuously walk around a track for 24 hours in order to raise funds for 

the American Cancer Society. The policies Ted and Todd have put in place are beneficial both to ActivEngage employees as well 

as the growth of the company. 

Our CEO, Betros Wakim, exemplifies excellence in Health and Wellness in the workplace, because he, as an example, stays fit 

and encourages all company sponsored employee meals to include fruits and vegetables. Our company reimburses $360 a year 

to each employee through our Health and Wellness program for expenses on exercise equipment, dance classes, gym 

memberships and even massages and other sessions supporting health and wellness.  Every year, our CEO pays for all 

employees to participate in the Corporate 5K directly.  This is not included in the Health and Wellness program.  

Although the company’s insurance premiums increased substantially last year, our CEO did not increase the employee portion 

of that premium for our Choice Plus plan.  Our employees already have a zero premium for our other medical plan option and 

our vision plan.  This year, Betros is looking to find even richer plans to offer employees and he is even considering contributing 

a higher percentage or covering the premium at 100%, depending on what the costs will look like for the 2012-2013 annual 

enrollment.  Our CEO understands that healthy employees are happy employees and happy employees keep our customers 

Lisa McCartney lives through the sport. Lisa just hosted an 5K Fun Run to Benefit Kids Beating Cancer. She used our Orlando 

porfolio to get as much support as possible. She was able to recruit 6 employees from Camden and met her goal of 33 

participants. Her dedication to health and well being is an example of what a person with good health should do when 

someone is in need. Her using her resources to its fullest allowed her to collect the funds necessary to have a succesful event
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Campus Crusade for Christ 1000 steve douglass President Orlando

CFE 500 JOSEPH MELBOURNE CEO LAKE MARY

Creative Zing Promotion Group 9 Pamela Aniello CEO Orlando

Cross, Fernandez & Riley, LLP 85 Melanie Fernandez Partner, Dir. of Assurance Orlando

I would like to nominate our CEO Joseph Melbourne of CFE Federal Credit Union.  He’s a wonderful role model as a Leader, 

Community Supporter, Employer, Team Player, Motivator and Gentleman. The national news broadcasts on the devastating 

economy can be scary to hear a times but after reading a CFE newsletter and seeing the stableness of the CFE Federal Credit 

Union the membership feels strong and secure.  Our CEO Joe Melbourne shows up to our events and  gets in there and rolls up 

his sleeves and works with us!  He does just about all the 3K's and 5K's and Charity events galore.  He always has his famous 

smile on.  He’s attended numerous employee memorials as well as employees’ family memorials. He has an open door policy. 

He drops in and checks on the 16 branches to keep in touch with the employees.  He's such a generous Human Being and a 

Great CEO to work for, it would be great to see his efforts awarded.  

In the New Year, Pamela encouraged the entire team at Creative Zing to lose the extra weight put on around the holidays by 

creating an incentive.  She pledged $10 per pound per person up to 20 lbs per employee – with a weigh-in scheduled on the day 

of the Corporate 5k.  The goal date of the corporate 5k gives us a solid deadline and created some ”all-in-good-fun” rivalry 

around the office.  In addition to the weight/fitness inspiration through the cash incentive, Pam also encourages us to keep a 

good work/life balance. We are serious about our work and clients at Creative Zing, but she reminds us to never take ourselves 

too seriously as our personalities and sense of humor is what gives us our edge in the industry.

Melanie is a big promoter of leading an active lifestyle in her personal life and she is a big believer in bringing it to the 

workplace as well. In her spare time, she frequently participates in triathlons and road races. Melanie also enjoys running, 

biking, traveling and doing yoga and pilates while away from the office. Some of the wellness initiatives she has helped bring to 

C/F/R include: â€¢ The VirginMobile HealthMiles pedometer challenge - a year-long program paid for by C/F/R where all 

participants track their daily steps and activity via a pedometer and website. â€¢ C/F/Râ€™s annual health week that includes a 

healthy potluck lunch, Wii Fit challenges and wellness screeningsâ€¢ Free in-office yoga and chair massages â€¢ Flu shots on 

location â€¢ Sponsorship of the Corporate 5K, Give Kids the World Gingerbread Run and the Rescue Run Corporate 5Kâ€¢ 

C/F/Râ€™s being named a Gold Fit Friendly Company by the American Heart Association

Steve is in great shape himself.  He shows a great deal of respect and interest in all of the Campus Crusade staff members in so 

many ways. He leads by example as a servant, and yet has a great deal of confidence that comes from God and that he uses to 

inspire us all.  

Incentives are offered to the staff by paying ½ of our gym membership if we regularly (at least 12 times a month) exercise.  

Walking/running and weight loss incentives are also offered.  
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Cuhaci & Peterson Architects 100 Lonnie Peterson Chairman Orlando

Cypress Creek High School 200 Patricia Collins Reading Teacher Orlando

Disney Vacation Club 200 Trish Thompson
DVC Member Services 

Manager
Celebration

Equity first Realty 20 Ben Yonge CEO Orlando

Lonnie leads by example in his fitness lifestyle.  Although in his sixties, he regularly works out and participates in marathons and 

long distance bike events including fund raising events for charitable organizations including MS. He also mentors the 

employees of the firm that he established in Orlando by encouraging group exercise activities that include bike rides, running 

and weekly fitness class held in the C&P office in Baldwin Park and lead by his own personal trainer. I have found Lonnie to be a 

great inspiration for myself (in my late fifties) in an attempt to not keep up with him (that would be hard), but at least try to do 

my best to stay fit and encourage those around me to do the same. He has also recommended fitness related books such as 

“Younger Next Year” that have also been a source of motivation for me and others in their middle age to strive and stay fit and 

participate in events like the IOA 5K. From our HR Director to other staff members, Lonnie has been a tremendous 

encouragement to promote employee wellness in our workplace.  One of our staff members competed in a half Ironman 

competition in Puerto Rico this past weekend (03/18/12) and I think that Lonnie deserves at least partial credit for inspiring this 

young man to achieve fitness goals beyond his own expectations!

He told the employees we should stay healthy for ourselves and our families so we can provide a great life financially and 

physically.

Trish has taken it upon herself to create a Health and Wellness team within our work area. This team is consistently promoting 

making healthy choices and exercising. We now have 'Walking Wednesdays’ where (on a voluntary basis) Our Cast will walk 

together each Wednesday for 30 to 60 minutes. This has become a popular event and in addition to this her new team will 

provide healthy eating information through our office via emails and bulletin boards. This has inspired people to take better 

care of themselves. Many people have since joined Weight Watches (and have seen great results) and people are now 

participating in multiple Run Disney events over the next year; Tower of Terror 10 Miler, ½ and Full Marathons. A much 

improved Health and Wellness awareness in our office since this time last year!

Not only is Patricia an excellent reading teacher, she is also the school's exercising cheerleader. Teaching can be a stressful job, 

and with so many papers to grade, it's easy to put exercise in the back seat.  However,  Patricia consistently encourages 

teachers to get moving and get healthy.  At least once a week, Patricia e-mails the entire staff letting them know about various 

fitness events and fitness discounts.  She also informs us about what viruses and infections are on the rise, as well as promoting 

healthy initiatives here on campus.  This year Pat rallied teachers to wear red for heart awareness day.  

 

In addition to all of the work that she does during the work day, Patricia also volunteers her time outside of school.  This past 

weekend she was a guest speaker at the Youth Empowerment Leadership Learning conference held at the Orange County 

Convention Center.  There, students not only got to  hear her exciting story, but they also understood the importance of 

Patricia winning a gold medal during a time period when women just were not allowed to be athletes. 
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Human Performance Institute 30 Bill Donovan General Manager Orlando

FAIRWINDS Credit Union 500 Larry Tobin Chief Executive Officer Orlando

FAIRWINDS Credit Union 6 Larry Tobin CEO Orlando

Fairwinds Credit Union 500 Larry Tobin CEO Orlando

Bill Donovan is an excellent representative of fitness achievement in the workplace. Bill provides a model for his staff by 

routinely exercising himself, by supporting employee Wellness activities inside/outside the workplace which allow staff to 

participate in fitness activities. 

Bill has begun to purchase sit to stand desks for his employees and plans to ensure that all staff have these wonderful desks as 

the budget permits. Bill clearly models an “Organization in Motion™” mentality by having energetic meetings where the group 

takes recovery breaks at regular intervals and the group is free to stand and move during long sessions.

For these reasons and more, Bill Donovan exemplifies fitness achievement in the workplace not only for himself but for the 

entire organization.

With benefits like 900 dollar annual contributions in a company sponsored Health Savings Account, countless ways of using 

your sick leave for things other than being sick, annual flu shots, and periodic blood donation events; one can't help but be 

excited about their wellness at FAIRWINDS. They have found a way to keep me attune with my health because I know when I 

visit the gym or run a mile, thats more savings being built in that HSA. With health and wealth combined, FAIRWINDS has 

created a winning proposition. 

 

    Every year the company adds new policy revisions to keep up with the modern dynamics of corporate wellness. Just this year, 

they added a partnership with Lifestyle Family Fitness, bringing much needed affordability to our crew. Outside of work 

opportunities, like the participation in the Corporate 5k, further demonstrate a commitment to facilitating employee wellness. 

Last year, the company added a wellness revision that allowed crewmembers with more than 40 hours of accumalated sick 

leave to cash in for their gym memberships. These kind of low level reimbursement plans are almost unheard of in corporate 

America. During my four year tenure at the Credit Union, I have grown to be a more productive employee, in part due to our 

corporate health policies. With that said, I would like to honor our CEO for committing to our growth as healthy crewmembers.

I personally have been on a weight loss journey since 8/1/11 and Larry has been a HUGE support. Personal visits to the branch I 

work at to encourage me, a mention in his weekly correspondance to the company AND as a holiday gift he bought me a new 

wardrobe because my old clothes were getting way to big. A CEO doing something like that? I've never heard of something like 

that before. Larry is a class act.

Our CEO, Larry Tobin, sets a very positive example for all of the crewmembers in fitness and wellness. He lives a very family-

focused, active lifestyle in which he does not smoke, drink, or eat unhealthy. He exercises regularly with his whole family to 

ensure that staying healthy is a group effort and fun instead of a chore. He encourages all crewmembers to do the same while 

maintaining company policies aimed at aiding a healthy work and personal life balance.
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Finfrock DMC, Inc 185 Robert Finfrock CEO/President Apopka

Finfrock DMC 100 Robert Finfrock President Apopka

Florida League of Cities 170 Michael Sittag Executive Director Orlando

Last year our company started a new corporate wellness initiative.  Included in this initiative is the implementation of a smoke 

and tobacco free workplace and a healthy rewards bonus system.  In this system we are rewarded a $100 cash bonus for 

completing each of 8 different health initiatives.  For example we receive a $100 bonus just for getting a yearly physical and 

another $100 if a follow up exam is required.  We also get $100 each for having blood pressure under 120/80 and a BMI under 

30.  Both of these must be signed off on by the nurse or physician.  Next is a blood work bonus.  We receive $100 each for 

having total cholesterol under 200, triglycerides under 150, and blood glucose under 125.  We also receive a $50 bonus each 

quarter for keeping a workout journal.  If all of these initiatives are satisfied within the calendar year, we are rewarded an 

additional $200 bonus.  All together you can earn $1000 just for leading a healthy lifestyle.

Most of this was put into place after we had a company health fair where health care providers, gyms, and EMT (who gave 

blood pressure exams) were brought in to educate us about the importance of living a healthy lifestyle. I sincerely think that 

these bonuses have encouraged me to lead a healthier lifestyle in general.

Besides incorporating healthy eating habits and daily excercising such as swimming into his routine, Robert has influenced 

others within our company to take on those habits themselves. This past June he announced a new Non Smoking policy for our 

company as well as a new incentive program for employees called Healthy Rewards. Employees can gain quarterly monetary 

incentives by visiting their doctor at least once a year and maintaining proper weight, blood pressure, cholesterol levels and 

turning in a quarterly daily excercise log. Upon launch of the program he had a health fair set up at the office where free 

screenings could be done to set employees off in the right direction to a healthier lifestyle. He partnered with a local gym to get 

us dicounted memeberships and is constantly encouraging those of us who have lost weight or stopped smoking to continue in 

our journey to wellness. He exemplifies excellence in his own daily fitness routines and to see him be such a champion and 

want all of us to be just as healthy is why I have made a nomination for him and this award. He truly cares and it makes us as 

employees feel important and encouraged. He deserves recognition for all of these efforts and for the impact and changes he 

has made for all of us.

Because of Mr. Sittag , The Florida League of Cities (FLOC) approaches wellness is a total package concept, not just confined to 

nutrition and exercise. Our goal is to explore and learn about a variety of wellness topics: emotional, financial, health/physical, 

sleep and community/environmental wellness.  To support Mr. Sittag’s wellness goals we have bi-annual blood drives, food 

drives, school supply drives, employee’s health screenings, annual health fairs and much more.   

     Recently the company launched a reimbursement program for employee’s who lose weight through the Weight Watchers 

Program.  Also, when Mr. Sittag was informed about the seriousness of food insecurity in the state of Florida, he approved a 

Food Pantry Program to insure that no FLOC employee or their family is food insecure. Mr. Sittag was adamant that none of his 

employee’s should ever face food insecurity.  On March 16th, 2012, FLOC was recognized by the American Heart Association as 

being a Gold level Fit Friendly Company.

     Through his dedication to be personally fit along with his employee’s he quit smoking in the past year, and we now have a 

policy of not hiring smokers, as of 11-1-11. Mr. Sittag jogs daily and often participates in road race events like the IOA 5K.   He 

also makes sure that every employee that wants to participate in the IOA 5K, does, both paying for the entry fees and provides 

company shirts.  The IOA 5K has turned into a day of celebration of fitness at FLOC.  Through his direction and personal 

examples Mr. Sittag inspires employee to be their best while leading our company to be healthy and well. 
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HealthFair 100 James Ekbatani CEO Winter Park

HD Supply 14 Joe DeAngelo CEO Atlanta

HD Supply 15 Joe DeAngelo CEO Orlando

James sets the bar for all of his employees with a lifestyle that includes a healthy diet and plenty of exercise.The main focus of 

our company is the prevention of cardiovascular disease so it is obviously always on or minds. Most mornings, James is at the 

gym long before we even think about waking up and then walks on the treadmill during his many conference calls during the 

week. He brings a healthy lunch every day and encourages all of us to do the same.  At our last company get together he 

insisted it be outdoors so we could have competitions. He and his team made it to the final round. I consider him a strong 

supporter of health and fitness as he is also encouraging me to get our company more involoved in the community. He knows 

that the local races are something I really enjoy and they are very beneficial to the community so we are working on getting 

others involoved as well. Each year HealthFair detects thousands of cardiovascular abnormalities and we help our patients get 

"on the road to better health". 

HD Supply CEO Joe DeAngelo is a strong advocate for health and wellness personally and for our company.  Be Well is a 

cornerstone of our company culture, and it begins at the very top. Joe regularly advocates for a culture of wellness at HD 

Supply in his weekly all-employee email message and on our Wellness Blog, and he also exemplifies a healthy lifestyle by 

exercising and eating healthy foods. He has supported a progressive series of wellness initiatives to help our employees get 

healthy including:

-  Know Your Numbers – In 2011, 7,200 employees (almost 50%) were provided free health screenings, many of which were 

hosted at work locations throughout the country.

- Keep Moving – We provided free pedometers to associates as part of our 10,000 Steps Challenge. Joe DeAngelo consistently 

tracked some of the highest step counts during the challenge.

- Quit Tobacco – Free tobacco cessation programs are offered to all employees. Also, in 2012, HD Supply became a tobacco-free 

workplace.

HD Supply is one of the largest diversified industrial distribution companies in North America, with more than 14,000 

employees and 680 locations. HD Supply has more than 870 employees and 11 locations in Central Florida, including a Global 

Support Center in downtown Orlando. HD Supply is always on the job in Orlando!

Joe DeAngelo who is the CEO of HD Supply has been the motivating force behind our company of over 15,000 employees to 

make each individuals health a top priority.  Every Monday morning we get a letter from Joe and it contains motivation for our 

companies goals but also motivation to know our numbers; blood pressure, cholesterol and weight and always to stop tobacco 

usage.  When you read these letters every Monday you know that Joe truly cares about the employees here and he’s not just 

paying lip service.  He recognizes individuals or groups that are doing exceptional things to get healthy.  He encourages all of us 

to be in the best health we can because ultimately that makes us better employees.   One last thing Joe does is share the cost of 

what our health cost this company and by taking better care of ourselves we can reduce that amount.
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JHT Inc. 347 James Jardon II CEO Orlando

Kavaliro 20 Mark Moore President Orlando

Kavaliro 200 Lisa Moore
Commnuity Relations 

Director
Orlando

Kavaliro recently joined the Florida Hospital Healthy 100 movement. We hosted a lunch and learn about "Heart Healthy 

Lifestyle" where we kicked off a 6 week cardio challenge and handed out 5K training tips in preparation for the IOA 5K. Our 

"How to fit in a 20 minute workout" lunch and learn was a big success and will be followed up by one on one time with a 

personal trainer for each employee. Over the next 6 months employees will attend more lunch and learns on stress 

management, how to work a healthy lifestyle into a busy schedule, receive 10 minute chair massages, participate in a 

nutritional challenge, and share a healthy meal at an office Healthy 100 Pot Luck lunch. We have truly embraced healthier 

habits as our birthday celebrations include healthier food options, walking one-on-one meetings, and now provide healthier 

snack options in the office. We look forward to participating in the IOA 5K once again this year!

“Lisa literally goes ABOVE AND BEYOND with our wellness program. Lisa has Florida Hospital coming and speaking to us about 

working out, eating healthy, stress in the workplace, and more. She has had Kavaliro completely take over the "Healthy 100" 

motto and lifestyle. Last week she had a chef come and cook us a healthy lunch while teaching us healthy ways to prepare our 

food. She also has started a contest to see how much cardio every employee does a week. The winner of the contest wins a 

new pair of sneakers, our choice. She literally makes being healthy FUN. She is an inspiration to everyone here and has helped 

us on our way to being a healthier company. Not only has she done that, but she has kept the workplace energized and has 

integrated so many interactive learning activities. It definitely keeps everyone’s spirits up! We just launched our new 

community webpage: www.fuelingthecommunity.com , which Lisa spear headed. For her to win this award would help with her 

ongoing charitable donations.”

In an effort to sustain overall well being for his employees JHT CEO Jim Jardon supports numerous activities throughout the 

year aimed at promoting a healthy workplace. In 2012, he sponsored race teams for the Navy League Wounded Warrior 

Run/Walk/Roll and the IOA Corporate 5K. He also provides regularly scheduled healthy living and eating seminars and lunch-

and-learns for all corporate employees. 

One of Jim’s most notable efforts includes the adoption of a JHT Smoking Cessation Program. Under The Cessation Program, 

JHT will reimburse the employee for any successfully attempted smoking cessation program designed to end their smoking 

habit.  The reimbursement is limited to one program per employee during their career at JHT with the maximum amount 

reimbursable for a single program established at $500.  
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myList 100 Robert Wight CEO Celebration

Old Florida National Bank 100 John Burden President Orlando

Pioneer Technology Group 40 Steve Rumsey CEO Sanford

Push. 30 John Ludwig CEO Orlando

Steve Rumsey promotes all activities outside of the workplace that promote physical fitness and activity (Breast Cancer Walk, 

Corporate 5K, etc.).  He sponsors these events by either paying the entrance fees or donating money to the cause for each 

event. 

JB is truly a team player in the office and on the baseball diamond or football field.  He has also been known to throw a strike or 

two at the bowling lanes when we do a corporate outing. Now that most of the team is in one central location, he routinely  

catches up with us and we have our “hallway huddles” to address a question or help a customer.  I have heard him volunteer to 

fill a spot on someone’s after work team game when there is a need to fill in for an absent player.  He seems to thrive on 

“moving meetings” as opposed to “stationary summits”.  He is one President who believes in leading by example and does not 

let the any “dust” settle on him seating behind his desk! 

John Ludwig is certainly a fitness advocate within the Push office and beyond. He is a sponsor of all company related athletic 

participation. For example, he is a continuous sponsor of the Ad 2 Orlando Kickball Tournament and encourages Push 

employees to create a team - and we always do. The Push team won the tournament this year and the 6-foot trophy resides in 

our office lobby. He sponsors runners for client/company races that have included the Caring Hearts 5K and of course the 

Corporate 5K just this year. He even shared his training routine for the upcoming race with us. He never forgets to invite clients 

to join in on the athletic fun.For the daily routines, John supports employees bringing athletic attire to the office in order to go 

directly from the office to the gym, which a large portion of us do - including himself who boxes regularly. He also takes the 

time to ask us about the athletic activities each of us are interested in and often commits to trying them. His list is now up to 

two styles of yoga (including hot yoga), hula hooping and cross-fit.For these reasons and many more I think John Ludwig is the 

perfect candidate for the Tom Scalise Leadership Award for Workplace Wellness.

Our CEO Rob Wight is an IronMan triathlete.  Daily, he demonstrates a solid commitment to health and wellness by his own 

personal actions within the workplace - He always eats healthy, even in a extremely demanding environment, and he works 

side by side with his employees showing us that you can balance healthy choices with a demanding schedule.  He has also 

instituted a company policy of reimbursing entry fees for any competitive athletic event, such as this 5k - The company is 

paying my entry and my daughter's.
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Rosen Hotels and Resorts 4 Harris Rosen President, CEO Orlando

Rosen Hotels & Resorts 3000 Harris Rosen CEO Orlando

SunTrust Bank 3000 David Fuller President & CEO Central Fla Orlando

SunTrust Bank 2 David fuller
President & CEO Central 

Flori
Orlando

SunTrust Bank Central Florida 4000 David Fuller CEO Orlando

David is a runner and has been very helpful in allowing us to participate. SunTrust has taken a number of inititives to improve a 

healty lifestyle, including Virgin Health, which enables us to track our daily milage, which helps to reduce medical insurance ... 

SunTrust is a proud sponsor of a variety of non-profit organizations within our community.  I am very proud to say that Mr. 

David Fuller has been instrumental towards implementing volunteer and community outreach programs across Central Florida. 

He actively fosters diversity initiatives, ensuring that we positively influence our teammates, clients and the community we live 

and serve. As an avid runner, he annually provides support to the IOA Corporate 5k and encourages the participation of 

teammates and family members. This annual event has proven to be great opportunity for SunTrust, promoting employee 

fitness and team building opportunity within a family oriented atmosphere. 

SunTrust not only encourages teammates to live a healthy lifestyle, they provide the tool to help us achieve our objectives. 

SunTrust sponsors programs such as Health and Wellness Fairs, Weight Watchers, Virgin HealthMiles fitness program and best 

of all offers us a role model with CEO David Fuller. Mr. Fuller has offered his full support in the organization of the SunTrust 

Corporate 5K team as well as running the event. 

More importantly SunTrust sponsors a “healthmiles” program through Virgin were each employee can receive reimbursement 

into an HSA or directly for staying fit by wearing a pedometer.  Our CEO wears his Virgin Health Miles pedometer wherever he 

goes and is always emphasizing the benefits of exercise and staying fit.  I believe that talk alone is not enough and that one 

must embrace the very words that one prescribes.  This CEO we have in Central Florida has embraced the leadership role and 

all the things that embody that, even it means running with the rest of us……………..A leader that leads by example.

Mr Rosen himself is a master swimmer, and advocates and promotes a healthy lifestyle. He underwrites full healthcare benefits 

and recently opened a medical center with a gym. He provides Weight Watchers at work program which is free if you meet 

your goal, a personal trainer and workouts to chose from each day, all free of charge. Spinning, yoga, zumba and abs clases are 

amongst the many programs he offers. He is truly an example fo all of us.

Words do not say enough about the commitment that Harris Rosen has made to his employees. From free work out classes to a 

12,000 square foot Employee Health and Wellness Center, his leadership and personal commitment to a healthy workforce are 

unparalleled.  He leads by personal example and encourages every individual to participate; regardless of occupation or ability.  

Harris Rosen is truly a champion of workplace health and wellness.
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Rosemont Elementary 100 Patty Harrelson Principal Orlando

The Beauty Spot Inc 10 Jenni Cornette Founder Orlando

U.S. Lawns 50 Ken Hutchenson President Orlando

US TRUST 3 SANDI JEFFRIES CSSO TEAM LEAD ORLANDO

Our Team Lead, Sandi Jeffreys, does a tremendous  job in creating great work life balance. She incorporates the opportunity to 

exercise , eat healthy meals, connect both professionally, intellectually and on a personal level by scheduling time for our 

monthly meetings to discuss books, take a walk to Lake Eola , have pot lucks or visit various restaurants in the area to keep us 

motivated and engaged at all levels. Sandi is truly a gem and deserving of this recognition. When there is balance between mind 

, body and spirit – that makes for better families at home and at work and heightens the level of customer service and 

production at work!

He always has his door open, his heart open and really cares about his employees. He gets involved with everyone of the 

company as we are all his family. He's the nicest President of a company I have ever worked for. There aren't enough nice 

words to say. He's truly compassionate about our company and making sure we all enjoy our jobs too. He will take the time to 

talk to you and ask how your weekend or family is doing.  He's very inspirational and someone I think the company looks up 

too. He's always got a smile on his face and participates in every event we do as a company. He's truly one of a kind. I couldn't 

imagine working for a different company.  One word he's just plan awesome!  

Mrs. Harrelson is a leader in every sense of the word.  Not only does she lead in excellence as an educator, but she is also a 

multi-marathon runner.  She completed the Vegas Marathon in December, the Disney Princess Half Marathon in February, and 

is slated to run the Marine Corp Marathon soon.  She is currently in training for a triathlon, as well as upholding her title of the 

Florida Department of Education’s Principal of the Year.  She encourages staff to eat healthy and exercise daily.  She has 

delegated team leaders to organize walking clubs, running clubs, Zumba, and P90X as part of staff development each week.  In 

addition, she also publically praises and recognizes staff for accomplishing their weight loss and fitness goals.  She exemplifies 

leadership and understands that in order to do truly be and do your best, you must first take care of yourself.  Only when your 

body is functioning at 100% can you accomplish amazing goals like Mrs. Harrelson!

Jenni has a passion for educating her clients in wellness through massage and skin health and continues to perform therapies 

while operating the business.

She is always up on the latest health/beauty/fitness trends.  Jenni educates her employees as well. 
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